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26SEP16-arnie rosner writes:

Permit me to introduce some of the people behind, who I believe, 
may be producing false information on the Internet.  As the 
same dumb old man who knows nothing I freely admit this is 
speculation.  But then...considering the numerous and recent 
attempts to obscure recent events of this nature, isn’t speculating 
one of the legitimate tools we have to use?

Cast of characters in this particular drama:
1. Ladybyrd0922@aol.com - First published the information in question
2. <arnie@arnierosner.com> - Republished information
3. wetheepeople@aol.com - Responded to arnie
4. John - Responded to arnie
5. becraft@hiwaay.net - publishes his Subject: Crackpot Arnie Rosner
6. carl@yln.tv - Responds to Larry Becraft - Bar Card Attorney.  A paid character assassin? 
7. bob@bobhurt.com - Writes to Carl in defense of Becraft and attempts to add 

credibility to the efforts of the Bar Card Attorney/character assassin Becraft
8. carl@yln.tv - Responds to bob@bobhurt.com - who actively promotes his own special 

financial interests as revealed by his promotions listed with his signature.
9. There are many others too numerous to mention at this point but it does give one a sense 

of perspective on how we unwittingly function as useful idiots.  BRAVO!  I say bring it 
on! 

Permit me to summarize a bit.  And remember this is just my speculation as an old man who 
knows nothing:

• Only 2 email address in just this thread appear to have an financial gain attached to 
what they communicate.  The Bar Card member, Larry Becraft and the self-
promoter; Bob Hurt.

• This exchange is definitely an example in point to visualize how part of the 
propaganda apparatus works. 

• Everyone else is just attempting to educate the public as to what we are provided as what 
we are led to believe is legitimate information.

• The sources in this case were not mere accidents.  They were deliberate efforts to deceive.    

I leave you the American sovereign to sort this all out.

arnie, just one of the people.
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056
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mailto:becraft@hiwaay.net
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Bob,
 
I understand what you are saying. Try and understand this…

I have personally helped compile some of what Anna puts out as fact. Not all but some. Her take 
on matters remains a HUGE question mark for both Arnie and myself. Unlike Arnie, she 
definitely has an agenda that one can see if reading between her lines. All, including Larry have 
such an agenda and I look at both with questioning eyes. Truth be known, they may seem to be 
on opposite ends of an historical perspective but both are guilty of manipulating truth for their 
own purposes. I’m reducing things to deal with these two in particular. Arnie merely stirs things 
up and reports on the results.

 

This response is to remind you that the truth of the matter is a three legged stool or perhaps a 
Pyramid with three equal sides. Failure on our part to see all three components is the age old 
recipe for disaster. 

 

I will not be distracted by the Larry/Anna Circus because I’m certain that neither can embrace 
the unadulterated truth. Both work towards their own variation of societal control. Larry through 
the BAR and Anna through the “Church”. Both are equally complicit in the nightmare we are 
living in and the results of their dialogue are manifest in the unfolding daily events we witness. 

 

The legal profession has created the shield that protects the Global families/Bankers and the 
religious aspect does exactly the same thing. This is why I remain convinced that the third leg in 
this… We the People, must prevail and re-craft a Confederation wherein the people are rightly 
taking their lead role in all of this.

 

The tools are there for us to use and we’ve discussed how that works. I’m not going to sit here 
and take the time to determine which of these two is more right than the other since both give 
only lip service to the true genius of the founding documents. Regardless of how slanted and 
bastardized they have become. It’s not up to Larry to mitigate or Anna to indoctrinate. It’s up to 
the people to cast aside their preconceived notions and return to the job at hand which is putting 
both back into their cages where they belong and below the authority granted us by our creator.

 

I appreciate your reaching out to me and it is in the spirit of that dialogue that we proceed. 
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Carl     
 

From: Bob Hurt [mailto:bob@bobhurt.com] 
Sent: Sunday, September 25, 2016 4:38 AM
To: carl
Subject: [Norton AntiSpam]Re: Crackpot Larry Becraft
 
Carl, Larry has spent a monumental amount of time debunking the lies and 
nonsense people like Anna initiate, promulgate, and promote.  I have 
debunked some of it myself.  It is a never ending battle.  People call me 
nearly every day for help with mortgages and most of them have swallowed 
mythology hook line and sinker (like the vapor money theory or the evils of 
securitization), and of course, the courts trounce them for it.  READ http://
mortgageattack.com and look at some of the blog articles (like the one on 
vapor money).
The point :  People must resort to courts to resolve legal disputes, and while 
some judges might go rogue, most try to do a good job, and most know more 
about the law than most lawyers do.  So it makes no sense to go at them with 
a figurative axe, claiming all of them are crooks just because they enforce the 
contract a borrower agreed to in writing.
Larry is one of the few attorneys to give the so called patriot community the 
time of day.  LOOK at the work he has put into educating patriots.

Bob Hurt.
 
 
-- 
⚓  Bob Hurt
"  Blog 1 2   f   t  
✉  Email     $  (727) 669-5511
☕  2460 Persian Drive #70
✈ Clearwater, FL 33763 USA
�Donate  to Law Scholarship
✔  Subscribeto Lawmen E-Letter
'  LearnHow to Win in Court

http://mortgageattack.com/
http://mortgageattack.com/
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⚡ Mortgage Attack to Beat the Bank 

On 2016-09-24 19:26, carl wrote:

Larry, Larry, Larry,
 
Assault after assault is all I ever get from you in these threads. Is it that 
important that those receiving this view you in some sort of high 
esteem? Must be since I’m yet to see you venture any legitimate actions 
to correct the nightmare created by your BAR card carrying friends. 
 
If you really do consider the information put forward by Arnie, Anna, 
and anyone else not in lock step with your reality, why waste your time? 
They are obviously (according to you) not worth giving the time of day. 
Or could it be that their truth is a direct threat to your protected 
existence, being part of the leisure class and all.
 
There remains a growing segment of the population that is getting wise 
to the legal criminal cabal and no matter how much you whine and cry 
and carry on they and I will continue to explore and share the truth as we 
have come to know it. Our truth which is definitely not yours. So, when 
you can rationally and logically deal with the one truth attached here and 
come to a reasonable conclusion involving some realistic action…
 
SHUT THE F#*K UP!!!
 
All you do is sound more and more like the Fogbow enemy to this union 
of States. Also, like Fogbow, your writings are making me think you 
share their problem with drugs since your reality is so seriously screwed 
up.
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Carl
 

From: Larry [mailto:becraft@hiwaay.net] 
Sent: Saturday, September 24, 2016 4:31 PM

Subject: Crackpot Arnie Rosner

Kevin, 

In the movie Snow White and the 7 Dwarves, the wicked witch presented a pretty apple to get 
Snow to bite into it, which she did. The only problem was the poison inside, and this is a simple 
example of deception. In this movement, it is extremely common for crackpot “gurus” to make 
appeals to patriotism to garner a following, thus presenting the "apple" to the gullible. But, too 
often they are also spreading nonsense and trash. This “trash” is the poison, really cobra poison. 

You forwarded a note that stated that Prez Obummer had recently signed an executive order  
"which revokes the federal government’s official recognition of the Pledge of Allegiance." Arnie 
and his friend wrote:  

h"p://abcnews.com.co/obama-execu3ve-order-bans-pledge-of-allegiance-in-schools/

You got this from Crackpot Arnie Rosner. The article at the above link claims that the pledge was 
abolished via executive order. Here is the truth. 

The executive order mentioned in that article is attached, as well as the 
original one it amended. It specifically concerns labor laws and has nothing 
to do with the pledge of allegiance.  The article is a blatant lie (excepting that 
part making fun of Obummer). 

Crackpot Arnie is one of the “gurus” I note above, in addition to being a liar, 
conman and fraud. He promotes arguments offered by Fake Judge Anna, and 
I address just a few of her fabrications here:

http://home.hiwaay.net/%7Ebecraft/FakeJudgeAnna.html

This movement is getting a bad name as a result of the nonsense promoted 
by the gurus. 

Larry, Chairman
Committee to Lynch the Gurus

mailto:becraft@hiwaay.net
http://abcnews.com.co/obama-executive-order-bans-pledge-of-allegiance-in-schools/
http://home.hiwaay.net/~becraft/FakeJudgeAnna.html
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On Sep 23, 2016, at 10:08 PM, Arnie Rosner 
<arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:

No harm done…You did the people a great service. It is easy to be 
mislead.  That is on what they are counting to discredit those who 
spread the word.  Thank you for displaying the courage to post.  In 
my opinion, it is far better to post something that turns out to be 
false than not to post at all.  Each of us has the responsibility to 
vet on our own.  That will stop them

COLD!

And…on the plus side...Your notice provided the opportunity to 
expose the lies of intimidation and coercion used by these criminal 
impostors.  Can there be any doubt left with whom we the people 
are dealing?

1. 20sep16-PROOF!
2. 22sep16-criminal-misrepresentation-collecting-campaign-

donations-fraud

• 22SEP16 – The generous Corporate funding of 
the United Nations.

• 23SEP16-Open letter to: the-world-peace-
conference-us-peace-council

http://scannedretina.com/2016/03/11/cold/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/09/21/20sep16-proof/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/09/22/22sep16-criminal-misrepresentation-collecting-campaign-donations-fraud/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/09/22/22sep16-criminal-misrepresentation-collecting-campaign-donations-fraud/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/09/22/22sep16-the-generous-corporate-funding-of-the-united-nations/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/09/22/22sep16-the-generous-corporate-funding-of-the-united-nations/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/09/23/23sep16-open-letter-to-the-world-peace-conference-us-peace-council/
https://scannedretina.com/2016/09/23/23sep16-open-letter-to-the-world-peace-conference-us-peace-council/
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On Sep 23, 2016, at 3:32 PM, 
Ladybyrd0922@aol.com wrote:

Ignore this adolescent jackass! He is NOT our 
president. He's a desperate power freak who is 
about to lose his power. What a moron. Those 
who voted for him need to crawl into a cave for 
the rest of their miserable lives!!

h"p://abcnews.com.co/obama-execu3ve-order-
bans-pledge-of-allegiance-in-schools/
	

Satan	is	working	over	3me	in	our	Gov.

Obama Signs Executive Order 
Banning The Pledge Of Allegiance 
In Schools Nationwide - ABC 
News

Date:2016-09-23 14:24

mailto:Ladybyrd0922@aol.com
http://abcnews.com.co/obama-executive-order-bans-pledge-of-allegiance-in-schools/
http://abcnews.com.co/obama-executive-order-bans-pledge-of-allegiance-in-schools/
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On Fri, Sep 23, 2016 at 3:55 PM, Arnie Rosner 
<arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote: 

Excuse me… 

who is about to lose his power

He never had any legitimate power other than from 
those who were still being foolish enough to believe 
the lies.

So who else will admit that except me?

20SEP16-Yes..I admit to being the biggest fool…

arnie, just one of the people.
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056

• 26SEP16-dear-john-thank-you-for-asking
• 26SEP16-there-are-those-who-are-not-fooled
• 26SEP16-another-outcome-as-to-mo3ve-who-would-benefit
• 26SEP16-the-deliberate-distrac3on-a-trap-set-to-discredit
• 21sep16-legi3macy-so-what-does-it-mean-to-you

Paid deceivers…? Exposed:
26sep16-the-adventures-of-the-misinformation-brigade-by-whom-are-they-being-paid 

mailto:arnie@arnierosner.com
https://scannedretina.com/2015/09/24/20sep16-yes-i-admit-to-being-the-biggest-fool/
mailto:arnie@arnierosner.com
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